
Populations, Young People (Cambridge 12) 

After my improvement 

Fuzzy ideas and expressions 

Use your key words 

At the present time, the population of some 

countries includes a relatively large number of 

young adults, compared with the number of older 

people. 

Do the advantages of this situation outweigh the disadvantages? 

 

The Yyoung adults have become primary(or major?)the primary demographic in recent 

decades. Although the growing population of this kind of peoplea younger population may 

cause more work pressure societal and environmental issues, I still believe that it has 

more merits than its drawbacks (demerits is better?) as it injects a dosecontributes of 

youthful dynamism into current pattern. 

 

The increasingAn increasingly young population has accelerated/exacerbated (positive or 

negative) work competitionissues related to quality of life and led more the environmental 

concerns. Living such circumstances is extremely stressedLiving in densely populated 

cities can become extremely stressful mainly because of the inflation of housing and living 

costs the high state prices (the high state price, without s ?). If the number of younger 

adults who has outnumberinged the seniors continues to rise, the house prices continue 

towill also grow and fewer, more  individuals are unlikely likely to be able to afford the 
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cost of living, which will affect the urbanization and even the birthrate; . meanwhile (it is 

right? Meanwhile upper form M or m , how about the at the same time / while) , Tthe 

ascending depressing consumptions  consumption of finite resources could poses a 

threat to the planet that we currently survive. 

An increasingly young population has accelerated/exacerbated issues related to 

competition and the environment. Firstly, there is increased competition for applicants to 

schools and companies after graduation. For example, in China the entrance exams have 

becoming increasingly difficult and stressful experiences for students due to the number 

of candidates. This becomes even more severe in urban areas after school where a 

limited pool of applicants strive for the same positions with those failing to secure them 

suffering great disappointment and lowered living standards. Secondly, younger 

populations lead to more consumption of finite resources. This is because older people 

are less likely to take international flights and purchase consumer electronics, two of the 

key causes of environmental degradation presently.  

 

 

Despite the cited drawbacks it hasdetailed above, having a predominantly young 

population can be seen as new energy to boost the future economy for a 

countryeconomically beneficial. The  Developed and developing countries need a 

significant  workforce millions of workforce to facilitate and sustain more rapid economic 

growth. This condition demand can be provided met by younger workers who are 

expected to perform more productive and continuouslytend to be more productive and 
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energetic (describe someone can work more time) than older workers. Moreover, The 

younger specialist workers areis also a key indicators of creativity to ain scientific and 

technological companiesy. An example could can be seen in giant companya 

conglomerate like Huawei in China. More Because there are many competitors applying 

for fixed the limited/finite positionsjobs(I want to say the amount of  jobs keep 

unchanged) , such as like in software engineering, means that only the  there are more 

well-educated and well-rounded candidatescan be considered and then join the team. 

Compared to older colleagues, they these motivated young employees are more likely to 

create new innovative solid algorithms and technologies, which is are beneficial for both 

individuals and the companies. 

 

In conclusion, this is an overall positive as younger individuals will stimulate the economy 

of a country in the coming years though it this can accelerate the competition and 

environmental situations. 

 

Task achievement: 5/ 6 

Cohesion/Coherence: 6 

Vocabulary: 6 

Grammar: 5/6 

Overall: 5.5/6 

 

The advantages of a young population are economic. workers – creativity. competition 
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creates hard work – motivation. Huawei example.  compared older – less competitive.  

 

 

Some people say history is one the most important school subjects. Other people think 

that, in today’s world, subjects like science and technology are more important than 

history. Discuss both these views and give your own opinion. 

 

have an immediately discernible impact on 

provides crucial insights into nations 

serve as springboards for later 

make false assertions about the past. 

should be prioritised  

give students a head start on a potential future career  

increase their chances of having a higher standard of living. 

It is clear that in this case a moderate approach is best 

 

In modern society, some peoplemany value history over other subjects, while others 

argue that science and technology should attract more attention than history. In my 

opinion, we can not ignore eitheralthough history is important, I believe or more useful 

other advanced subjects are more valuables they are equally crucial today. 
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There are many people who have called into question the importance 

in today’s world of subjects like history, which do not have an 

immediately discernible impact on most future careers. While I think 

that history should still be mandatory, more practical subjects related 

to technology and the arts are more needed in our evolving world. 

 

It is clear that in this case a moderate approach is best. School 

administrators should not remove history from the timetable but in 

my opinion they should devote more time and resources to the 

teaching of subjects related to technology and the arts. This will 

become ever more important as the tech industry continues to 

dominate the future job market. 

 

On the one hand, science and technology such as math and computer sciencesubjects 

are more likely to create encourage innovation later. This is because as they are more 

logical and useful advanced than history that usually only states the facts from the past. It 

is obvious that almost the The majority of cutting-edge technologies are based on basic 

subjects including physics, biology and medicine. A common example can be seen in a 

the smartphone, where facial recognition is has been implemented into front cameras to 

judge if it is the right person to use itensure greater safety. In this way, users could can 

unlock their phones safely and swiftly, which is unlikely to be provided by humanities. This 

advancement was the result of many individuals cooperating with a solid background in 
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math and the sciences beginning early in school. 

 

On the other hand, history is basically more important as it always can provides crucial 

insights. Tons ofMany failures and mistakes from national and global histories serve as 

vital lessons that are vital for citizens to draw lessons that come from national 

historyunderstand. For example, China suffered from several wars by some eastern 

countriesforeign occupation by western and eastern powers in the past. that introduce 

their own cultures into in modern times, which has altered a wide range of the modes of 

life in China over the past decades. For example, as aIf the average ChineseChinese 

citizen were not educated about these events, they would , if lacks  lack the basic 

knowledgeunderstanding over that wars that with Japan created the aggression to China, 

created a tension that persists to this day.  then he/she may not understand why Ssome 

celebrities that perform endorseas represents for Japanese products or hype in memorial 

days are resisted by authorityare naturally denounced by the governments and individuals 

and is more likely to make false assertions about the past. 

 

In conclusion, it is clear that a moderate approach is best for a country for the reason that 

history ought to be learnt by individuals to build basic understanding about their country 

and administrators should make implement plansblueprints to develop incorporate new 

subjects and technologies into the curriculum for the sake of national futurethe good of 

society as a whole. 
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Task achievement: 4/5 

Cohesion/Coherence: 6 

Vocabulary: 6 

Grammar: 5 

Overall: 5.5 
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